Bus route extended

HEMPNALL
PARISH COUNCIL

Following cuts last year to the 84 Konect
bus service, The Greens are now serviced
by an additional bus to Norwich at 09:30
from the Three Horseshoes PH This is
great news for The Greens, but use it or
lose it as all services are being monitored.

Winter 2019/2020 Newsletter
New SAM2 & fewer white lines
Our new “smiley face” SAM2 unit is up and running
and will be moved around the village to make
people aware of their speed.
Users of the B1527 will have noticed our initiative
to have fewer white lines in the village to give the
impression the road is narrow. Early data from our
SAM2 units demonstrates traffic speed has reduced
and there has only been one accident compared to
several in the same period last year. Further speed
reduction measures are in the pipeline.

Hedge cutting – remember
the birds
With spring around the corner, it’s time to
think about cutting back the winter growth on
hedges, particularly on those bordering roads
and pavements. Remember birds nesting are
protected by law and should not be disturbed,
so perhaps cut before the nesting season starts
, by the end of February would be good.

We are also liaising with NCC and
Konect for some other changes to shorten the time it takes to get to
Norwich and to schedule a suitable gap between services to allow a
convenient shopping time in Norwich.

Statistics show Speedwatch team
reduces speeds in village – More
team members needed
Join the successful community Speedwatch team,
sparing just an hour a month could save a life in our
village. Be part of it. Contact Lesley
lelly.mitchenall@jic.ac.uk

Mitchenall
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Parish Meeting
The annual parish meeting will take place at 7pm on 17 March at The Mill
Centre. Come to hear reports of the many organisations/charities operating
in the village and have your say on matters you would like the parish
council to do.
Councillor/Clerk
David Hook – Chairman – Tree Warden
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01508 498187
01508 499357
01508 499788
01508 498890
01508 499479
01508 498486
01508 499423
01508 499729
01508 498467

hookd74@yahoo.com
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rogerparker34@gmail.com
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Members of the public and press are welcome to attend Parish Council meetings which are held in The Mill Centre at
7.00pm on 18/02/20, 17/03/20,21/04/20, 19/05/20. Copies of the full minutes of meetings can be found on our website.

HPC now available "virtually" all the time at www.hempnallpc.org
Write to the Clerk at Karinya, Bungay Rd, Hempnall, Norwich, NR15 2NG. theclerk@hempnallpc.org

